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S E P T E M B E R  2 0 1 9

SEPTEMBER 7TH

DETOUR (B&W) 1945
This is a "film noir" classic, starring Tom Neal and Ann Savage.  It's dark, 

brooding and captivating adapted from a 1939 novel of the same name.  

A hitchiker is crossing the country to re-connect with the love of his life 

in California, only to get tangled up in a web of murder and mystery.  In

1992, "Detour" was selected for preservation in the US National Film 

Registry by the Library of Congress as being "culturally, historically, or 

aesthetically significant."
 
SEPTEMBER 14TH

ATTACK OF THE MUSHROOM PEOPLE
(COLOR) 1963
Rarely seen, this Japanese horror flick tells the tale of a group of

castaways on an island, unwittingly altered by a local species of

mutagenic mushrooms.  Beware, this isn't "Gilligan's Island!"

When this film was released, it was nearly banned due to scenes that 

depicted characters that resembled victims of  atomic bombings.  

Will the castaways eat the mushrooms to survive?

This is an Off Beat must see!
  
SEPTEMBER 21ST

HIDEOUS SUN DEMON (B&W) 1958
Before beatniks Zelda, Bird, and Theo say so long to the summer sun,

they want you to pass the sunscreen for this campy classic!  Why?

Sunlight transforms a contaminated scientist into a man eating lizard!

Who can stop this reptilian rogue?  Pop up some kernels and find out!
  
SEPTEMBER 28TH

EVEL KNIEVEL (COLOR) 1971
Remember stunt cyclist Evel Knievel?  Bird, Zelda & Theo do!

This story is a biography, mixing facts, fiction, and reality of the famed

daredevil.  We see the real Knievel talking about his stunts, girlfriend,

fans, and fears.  Then actors George Hamilton and Sue Lyon appear to

continue the story.  Will the beatniks survive their "jump" back into 

the 70's?  Rev up your projectors!
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